than Alternative a?”). A query as to the final choice and the reasons for that choice solicits the defendant’s beliefs about his or her case and situation, enabling the clinician to formulate a judgment of the plausibility or rationality and coherence of the defendant’s thinking.

Ultimately, it is the judge’s decision whether to permit the waiver of the right to counsel. Even if the request to waive representation by counsel is granted and the case proceeds with the accused having primary responsibility for the defense, the judge may still order that a lawyer be present during subsequent proceedings and available as a consultant to the defendant. Providing for such consultation, whether or not the defendants makes use of it, is a positive gesture by the court that attempts to ensure fairness and preserve the dignity of the adjudicatory process.

Norman G. Poythress

See also Adjudicative Competence of Youth; Capacity to Waive Rights; Competency, Foundational and Decisional; Competency to Stand Trial

Further Readings


Theoretical Issues

Expertise

The typical jury is obviously far less expert than the judge in one key respect—expertise on the law as it pertains to the case. But because juries do not provide a rationale for their verdict, we only rarely know that a jury has made a “mistake” on the law, and juries may not feel particularly hindered by their lack of legal expertise. What may matter far more is expertise with respect to the technical issues that may arise at the trial, involving the economic analysis of market power, the engineering of heavy machinery, the etiology of a disease, or the epidemiology of toxic exposure. Here, judges may outperform the average juror; judges are above average in education and intelligence, and they may have relevant experience from past trials. But we shouldn’t overestimate either intelligence or experience. Studies of expertise show that it can take a decade or more of concerted effort to

Complex Evidence in Litigation

Complex litigation tends to get framed as a problem for the jury system, but it is more properly viewed as a problem for any fact finder—juror, judge, arbitrator, expert panel—and for the litigants and their attorneys. Still, the jury framing is useful because it brings into focus some of the resources a fact finder needs to tackle the problem: attention, memory storage and retrieval, education and training, and life experience. In these respects, groups are advantaged over individuals, and experts are advantaged over nonexperts. Since judges have greater average expertise but juries act as groups, it is difficult to identify a net advantage either way. And, of course, accuracy is only one criterion by which we evaluate legal judgment; a full assessment requires considerations of efficiency, fairness, legitimacy, and community representation.

The task of studying the topic of complex litigation recapitulates the key features of the problem. Complex litigation produces a vast and gnarly multidimensional search space, yet legal fact finders and jury researchers alike attempt to draw inferences from only fragmentary glimpses of isolated regions of that space. As a result, legal fact finders and jury researchers each combine sparse data with inferences that go beyond the data given. Theory is always important in sociolegal research, but for this topic, it is essential if we are to say much at all.

This entry presents a theoretical framework for evaluating expertise and collective decision making and describes the research done in this area. It also examines the types of complexity with respect to the number of parties and issues in a dispute and the amount and complexity of the evidence presented in the trial.
develop true mastery of a technical skill. Graduate students are highly intelligent and still struggle for months to successfully complete their more technical graduate courses. And today’s judges are likely to have far less actual trial experience than their predecessors of earlier generations. As a sample of the community, the jury may collectively have more relevant expertise in nonlegal issues than the relevant judge.

**Groups as Information Processors**

In the 1950s, Irving Lorge and Herbert Solomon deduced that, ceteris paribus, groups are better situated than their individual members to find correct answers. If \( p \) is the probability that any given individual will find the “correct” answer, then the predicted probability \( P \) that a collectivity of size \( r \) will find the answer is \( P = 1 − (1 − p)^r \). More recently, Lu Hong and Scott Page have derived theorems proving that cognitively diverse groups—defined with respect to the perspectives and schemas they use to tackle a problem—can outperform even their best members. But this model, like that of Lorge and Solomon, proves group competence, not group performance. Empirically, we know that performance often falls short of competence.

Both models hinge on a key premise: If at least one member finds the answer, it will be accepted as the collectivity’s solution—in short, “truth wins.” This can occur only if group members recognize the “correctness” of a solution once it is voiced. Unfortunately, there are two problems with this assumption. First, Garold Stasser and his collaborators have shown that not all relevant facts get voiced; group discussion tends to focus on shared rather than unshared information. Second, even when voiced, correct answers are not always recognized as such. At best, “truth supported wins”—at least some social support is needed for a solution to gain momentum, indicating that truth seeking is a social as well as an intuitive process. But even that occurs only for some tasks. One such task appears to be recognition memory; research has shown that groups outperform their members on memory tasks. But for more complex inferential tasks, members need a shared conceptual scheme for identifying and verifying solutions. When they lack such a scheme, the more typical influence pattern is *majority amplification*, in which a majority faction’s influence is disproportionate to its size, irrespective of the truth value of its position. In other words, strength in numbers trumps strength in arguments.

In theory, collective decision making (or the statistical aggregation of individual judgments) is well suited for reducing *random error* in individual judgments. But *bias* is a different story. Biases can be produced by content—inadmissible evidence or extralegal factors such as race and gender—or by process, as when jurors rely on an availability heuristic (overweighting what comes most readily to the mind), an anchoring heuristic (insufficiently adjusting away from an arbitrary starting value), confirmatory bias, or hindsight bias. Analyses by Norbert Kerr, Robert MacCoun, and Geoffrey Kramer suggest that under a wide variety of circumstances, collective decision making will *amplify* individual bias rather than attenuate it. The collective will tend to amplify individual bias when there is “strength in numbers,” such that large factions have an influence disproportionate to their size, as will occur explicitly in a “majority rules” system and when the case at hand is “close” rather than lopsided. A case can be close for several reasons, and each may pose different challenges for the fact finder. Facts can be ambiguous and vague; they can be clear but may contradict each other; or they can seem clear to one perceiver, but the perceivers may disagree on which side the “clear” facts support. The latter is particularly likely in an adversarial setting, where jury factions may form favoring each side of a dispute.

**Defining Complexity**

In 1987, Robert MacCoun postulated a preliminary taxonomy of three basic categories of complexity: dispute complexity (the number of parties and number of issues in a dispute), evidence complexity (the quantity, consistency, and technical content of evidence), and decision complexity (the complexity of the law and the complexity of the inferential steps and linkages required to render a verdict). In the 1990s, Heuer and Penrod conducted the first systematic statistical analysis of trial complexity in a field study of 160 criminal and civil trials. Judges were asked to rate the trials on a wide array of attributes. Factor analyses suggested three underlying dimensions, roughly overlapping MacCoun’s categories: evidence complexity, legal complexity, and the quantity of information presented at trial. As in earlier work, it was found that judge ratings of complexity were unrelated to judge-jury agreement rates.

Both analyses treated quantity as a problem for the fact finder. On reflection, that doesn’t necessarily follow. Large trials are extended over long time...
periods. Citizens who are able to track the plot complexities of soap operas such as *All My Children* or the team lineups of the NBA clearly have the resources to track large arrays of factual data. Indeed, inductive inference often gets easier with additional data, not harder. What probably matters more is the internal structure of the evidence—the inconsistencies and contingencies and interdependencies.

**Evidence Complexity**

We know very little about evidence complexity in the trial context, but there are much larger bodies of research on deductive and inductive inference in non-legal tasks. In approaching this literature, it is useful to keep two distinctions in mind. One is between the two criteria for validity: correspondence versus coherence. Correspondence considers whether our inferences match the empirical facts; coherence considers whether our inferences “hang together” in a manner consistent with the normative standards of deductive logic, Bayesian updating, and the like. The second distinction is between competence and performance. Competence describes what we are capable of achieving; performance describes what we actually achieve. A disproportionate amount of work has been done in the “coherence/performance” cell. We know that people routinely violate normative inference standards for even fairly simple tasks, and they do so systematically rather than randomly, through the use of heuristics. But various lines of evidence from the other three cells suggest that people—and honeybees, birds, and other organisms—are competent to perform inferences of remarkable complexity and sophistication in some settings. This work suggests that competence may exceed the performance we often observe and that the structure and sampling of evidence (and the match of data to our specific competencies) may be what closes that gap. So the applied challenge is to discover ways of restructuring fact-finding procedures to bring performance closer to competence.

David Schum (using a Bayesian perspective) and Nancy Pennington and Reid Hastie (using narrative schemas or “stories”) have done much to elucidate how the internal structure of evidence gets cognitively represented and analyzed by fact finders. (Much of this work has been collected in Hastie’s edited volume *Inside the Juror*.) Schum’s work shows that people can sometimes perform better when tackling small, piece-meal inferences rather than larger, more global inferences. Pennington and Hastie show how the temporal ordering of evidence at trial can facilitate (or interfere with) fact finders’ ability to form coherent narratives. Unfortunately, the adversarial setting poses difficulties very different from those one might encounter when mastering skills such as reading or learning to use a computer program. Evidence structures aren’t neutral; some favor one litigant at the expense of another. Indeed, lawyers with weak cases may even seek to undermine clarity.

Highly technical evidence involving statistics, chemistry, engineering, or economics poses additional problems. The amount of time experts spend in explaining highly technical concepts at trial falls well short of the time one spends learning in a semester-long course (without prerequisites!), though it still greatly exceeds what we can usually simulate in a mock jury experiment. Nevertheless, it seems likely that fact finders rely heavily on heuristic cues (“lots of charts,” “sure looked smart”) to compensate for their limited understanding of the material. Thus, Joel Cooper and his colleagues found that jurors were influenced by the content of expert testimony on the medical effects of polychlorobiphenyls (PCBs) when it was relatively simple but relied on the witness’s credentials when the testimony was complex.

**Dispute Complexity**

Much of what we know about how juries handle dispute complexity comes from an important program of research by Irwin Horowitz and his collaborators. They found that mock jury verdicts are systematically influenced by the size and configuration of the plaintiff population. Aggregating multiple plaintiffs into a single trial appears to increase the likelihood that the defendant will be found liable, but each plaintiff’s award may be smaller than in a consolidated trial. There are similar trade-offs involved in trying all the issues together versus bifurcating (or trifurcating) the trial into segments addressing causation and liability versus compensatory versus punitive damages—unitary trials may increase liability but lower damages. These effects are not neutral with respect to the parties, but bifurcation may be justified on procedural grounds because it appears to improve the quality of the decision process.

**Conclusions**

If judges clearly outperformed juries as legal fact finders in complex cases, we would face a dilemma. But we don’t. Neither theory nor research indicates that
judges are superior to juries in complex cases; it is safe to say that both need all the cognitive help we can give them to cope with an increasingly complex world.

Research on complexity suggests that jurors may be better able to cope with complexity if they are encouraged to use the same strategies used by students who take notes and ask questions in class. Although the cognitive advantages of treating fact finders like active information processors may seem obvious, some attorneys and judges are reluctant to cede control over the case, in whatever small measure. But research shows that while these innovations help only modestly, they also do little or no observable harm.

Robert MacCoun

See also: Jury Competence; Jury Decisions Versus Judges’ Decisions; Jury Deliberation; Jury Reforms; Statistical Information, Impact on Juries
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Computer-Assisted Lineups

Many people are familiar with the live lineups and photo lineups shown in television crime dramas. Increasingly, however, police departments are making use of computer technology to construct lineups and administer them to witnesses. Computer technology can be used to build better lineups by tapping into larger databases of faces to provide better choices to witnesses as well as to provide flexibility and efficiency to officers in the office or the field. Computer-assisted lineups can be administered either simultaneously or sequentially, and they have the added benefits of being programmed exactly to department policy and preserving lineup administration procedures and choices.

**Lineup Construction**

Researchers at the University of Northern Iowa have developed a Web-based program that allows officers to construct a lineup in the office or in the field. Internet capability (via modem, cable, wireless, or cell phone) allows the computer to link to a central database of faces that can be searched on the basis of a description of the perpetrator. The officer can then construct the lineup. Researchers use a method to evaluate lineups in order to determine if nonsuspect lineup members are serving as adequate fillers. This is referred to as a mock witness evaluation, and it involves providing a person who is not the actual witness with a description of the suspect. The mock witness is then given a lineup and asked to pick out the suspect. If mock witnesses can pick out the suspect at a greater than chance rate, the lineup is said to be biased. Typically, the realization that a lineup is biased occurs well after the lineup administration procedure, usually at the criminal trial. However, the computerized method allows for a mock witness test to be conducted during the course of the investigation, and in the event that the lineup is biased, new lineup members can be selected, thereby avoiding biased lineups being shown to witnesses. The police can accomplish this by sending the lineup and the description of the suspect to officers not associated with the case (across the hall or the state), providing for the lineup to be evaluated prior to administering it.

**Lineup Presentation**

Police lineups in the United States have traditionally been administered by presenting the witness a photo array, typically arranged six photos to a page. (These are sometimes referred to as “6-packs.”) In this type of lineup, photos are presented simultaneously, and the witness chooses a photo by pointing at or stating the